Machines

All the words are hidden vertically, horizontally or diagonally—in both directions. The letters that remain unused form a sentence from left to right.

AMTENSIONSPRING
ACREKAHSHIRIES
DUSRETEMGNIKRAP
EUAALENDOSCOPEH
FYATYPEOSFLECO
IREGNACHXETAEHT
BNRETNALCIGAMBO
RTPRCNBEOICICE
IENMNHOUBSTRLLO
LXMEAIRBRUSHHELP
LTRNTLUDRNTSEOIO
ARDTOPNERUEYRWE
TUFORMATIONESTRASR
ODISPLAYSPANERC
RECORDERIFIDICX
TRENOHPLELETAEWS
RESSERDLLEEHWKRT
GNINOITIDNOCRIA

HEAT EXCHANGER
IRIS SCANNER
MAGIC LANTERN
PARKING METER
PHOTOCOPIER
RECORER
SHAKER
SUN LAMP
TELEPHONE
TENSION SPRING
TWIN-TURBO
WHEEL DRESSER
X-RAY TUBE

DELETE ONE

Delete one letter from PARANOIA TO LIE and find something to listen to.